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Group buys for '09
Posted by Sterling Doc - 21 Jan 2009 02:02
_____________________________________

Would like to put together some deals. Jay Andrew is offering 20% for orders of 4 pads or more. We'll
have no problem meeting the min., but I will have to buy these, and need a firm commitment. I will get
final pricing ASAP, but I'm sure they will be more than competitive at this discount. Let me know what
you need by the end of the month, sooner if possible. Most of us use Hawk Blues, with DTC 70/60
combo (F/R) being slightly nicer, but more money.

Also looking into a group buy on R-888's. Pricing depends on how many people, but should be a sig
discount. Ray has an offer of around $147 per tire that we can use. If Phil can get close, I'd like to
Patronize him, as he does trackside support, but he is going to want a firm # as well. If we go with Phil I
will ask that he stock our size of R-888 for us at MW events.

Finally, any interest in going to Mid-O April 10-12th with NASA Great Lakes? Would be a nice
pre-season tune up, and the NOrth East & Canada 944 Spec Racers have been asking if we can help
support  their cause by showiing up to an event they can get to, making for a big splash. Besides, it's a
great track we won't otherwise get to (all other Mid-O dates are only one week apart from MW events).

============================================================================

Re:Group buys for '09
Posted by Utah944 - 03 Feb 2009 05:54
_____________________________________

Bought pads from jay.  good guy and fast service.  thanks Eric

============================================================================

Re:Group buys for '09
Posted by bnewport - 03 Feb 2009 07:20
_____________________________________

Bought a set of R888s today from Frisby

============================================================================
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